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This World War II timeline highlights postwar events from October 1945-September 1951. Get information on Europe and Japan after World War II. In 1947, U.S. secretary of state George Marshall convened a conference in Paris to draw up plans for financial aid to the struggling economies of Europe. The Soviet delegation responded by walking out when it became clear that aid would be forthcoming only if the Soviet Union agreed to international scrutiny of its economic policy. Over the next two years, Communist regimes were confirmed in all the states of Eastern Europe occupied by the Red Army. Political pluralism was ended in those states, and Stalinist economies and police systems were imposed. Postwar Japan 1945-Present æ’Œã€Œæ™€å¬£. Takayama Showa Museum Ạ© è«“å±±æ”‘åŒéª”. Occupation. A long-awaited change of government from the conservative, right-wing LDP to the more progressive Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) in 2009 after virtually half a century of LDP rule has not resulted in much real, tangible change. Factional in-fighting, corruption, ministerial gaffes, frequent changes of cabinet, gender imbalance and the involvement of Japan’s mob, the yakuza, in politics and finance continue to hinder real structural reform. Cultural highlights of 21st century Japan include the successful joint-hosting (with South Korea) of the 2002 World Cup and the Expo 2005 in Aichi nea Start by marking æœPostwar Japan, 1945 To by Jon Livingston. Other editions.